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Assessment Policy 
 

Purpose  
The purpose of this policy is to provide a set of principles to underpin assessment practice at Macleay 
College. It outlines the responsibilities and obligations of staff and students in regards to assessments 
and specifies the procedures for the conduct, submissions and evaluation of assessments at Macleay 
College. 

 

Scope 
This policy applies to all students enrolled in accredited higher education courses at Macleay College, and all staff 
that are involved in evaluating and marking assessments. 
 

Related Policies 
This policy should be read in conjunction with the following college policies which can be accessed via Forms & 
Policies: 

• Grievances & Appeals Policy for Academic Matters 

• Misconduct Policy 

• Monitoring Academic Progression Policy 

• Reasonable Adjustment Policy  
 

Related Documents 
This policy should be read in conjunction with the following documents: 

• Higher Education Standards Framework (Threshold Standards) 2021  
• Higher Education Support Act (2003) 
• TEQSA Act | Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency 

 
Reasonable Adjustment Policy  All documents referenced in this policy can be accessed via the Forms & Policies 
section at the bottom of the homepage of the college website and Handbook section of the Moodle Student Portal 
via www.mymacleay.edu.au. 
 

Definitions 

Assessment a process to determine a student’s achievement of identified learning 
outcomes and may include a range of written and oral methods and 
practice or demonstration. (based on TEQSA definition) 

Assignment Extension when a student asks for permission to submit an assignment late 
because of special circumstance, without a penalty on their marks 

Grade Distributions analysis of the grouping of grades using data by unit, course of study, 
student cohort or other grouping. (adapted from TEQSA definition) 

Grades   grades for a unit that have been approved by Academic Board 

Graduate Attributes generic learning outcomes that refer to transferable, non-discipline 
specific skills that a graduate may achieve through learning, that have 
application in study, work and life contexts. (based on TEQSA definition) 

Late Assignment Submission when a student submits an assignment after the due date without 
permission, with the possibility that they may incur a penalty in their 
marks 

Learning Outcomes learning outcomes are the expression of the set of knowledge, skills and 
the application of the knowledge and skills a student has acquired and 

https://www.macleay.edu.au/enrolment-resources
https://www.macleay.edu.au/enrolment-resources
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/F2021L00488
https://www.teqsa.gov.au/teqsa-act
https://www.macleay.edu.au/enrolment-resources
http://www.mymacleay.edu.au/
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is able to demonstrate as a result of learning. (based on TEQSA 
definition) 

Moderation of Assessment quality assurance, control processes and activities such as peer review 
that aim to assure: consistency or comparability, appropriateness, and 
fairness of assessment judgments; and the validity and reliability of 
assessment tasks, criteria and standards. (based on TEQSA definition) 

Supplementary Assessment when the College provides a new item of assessment designed to allow 
a student an additional opportunity to demonstrate that they have 
achieved the learning outcomes of the unit 

Team Assessment an assessment procedure in which students work together in groups to 
prepare, produce and (in some cases) present their work to the 
specifications in the Assessment Brief.   Students may be graded 
individually for their specific contribution to their team’s overall work 

 
 

Policy Statement 
 
An overall assessment strategy for each unit is developed to reflect the integration and application of 
skills and knowledge and constructively align tasks with the learning outcomes for that unit. Students 
are given detailed assessment information in the unit outline and assessment briefs on the Student 
Portal and as explained in classes. Students must set out and submit their work according to the 
instructions given in the assessment brief. Students must retain a copy of all assessments submitted 
for marking. Students must make a reasonable attempt at all assessment tasks in order to be eligible 
to complete the unit. Students must achieve a combined assessment result of at least 50% to pass the 
unit. 
 

Principles 
 

The following principles apply: 
 

1. Assessment is focused on the application of knowledge and skills at the required course level 
as specified in the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF). 

2. Assessment complies with the principles of fairness, equity, validity, reliability, flexibility, 
authenticity, and sufficiency. 

3. Assessment strategies are designed to ensure constructive alignment of tasks with the learning 
outcomes for a unit of study and also to provide evidence as to whether the learning outcomes 
have been achieved. 

4. The assessment process is consistently applied across Macleay College campuses and its 
courses. 

5. The assessment process facilitates credit recognition towards AQF qualifications and 
recognition of prior learning and recognition of professional experience. 

6. The assessment process confirms that graduates have satisfactorily achieved the requirements 
for the award of the qualification. 

7. Assessment strategies for each unit are validated and reviewed on a regular basis through 
reference to external consultation. 

8. Students are provided with clear and transparent information on course and unit of study 
assessment requirements. 
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1 Responsibilities 

1.1 Student Responsibilities 
 

Students have a right to: 
 

• clear and consistent information on assessment 

• timely feedback on assessment papers (within 10 working days of submission) 

• review of their marked assessment papers 

• academic skills support 

• appeal against an aspect of the assessment process 
 

Students have a responsibility to: 
 

• maintain high standards of academic honesty and integrity 

• abide by assessment and related policies and procedures 

• submit assessment tasks by the due date and attend examinations 

• attend classes and advise lecturers when unable to attend 

• provide supporting documentation when applying for an extension or special 
consideration 

• appeal an assessment decision made on the basis of procedural anomalies or errors 
 

1.2 Macleay College Responsibilities 
 

Macleay College has a responsibility to ensure that: 
 

• assessment practices are clear and consistently applied across the institution 

• assessment information is provided to students and the College in a timely manner 

• assessment feedback is provided to students in a timely manner (within 10 working 
days of submission) 

• assessment tasks reflect the relevant learning outcomes of the unit and the level of 
the course 

• retain marked examination papers for review, if required 

• review assessment results and moderate as required 

• student privacy is maintained on assessment matters 

• assessment appeals are convened in a timely manner 
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2 Extension of Time to Submit 
A student may apply to the Unit Coordinator for an Extension of Time to Submit, along with 
written evidence to support the student’s claim that the extension of time is needed because of 
circumstances beyond their control. The Unit Coordinator will normally respond to the request as 
soon as practicable advising whether the request has been granted and the revised submission 
date. Unit coordinators will maintain a record of the number of extensions for each unit as part of 
the end of trimester moderation process. This information may help Macleay support students 
with their studies. 
 

2.1 Grounds for Extension 
Extension can be sought on the grounds of Medical, Technical, Compassionate, and 
Extenuating circumstances (Table 1). 

 
 
Table 1. Grounds for Extension 

Grounds for 
extension 

Evidence Details 

Medical  Doctor’s certificate or 
similar  

The College does not consider the following to be a 
significant impairment: 

• Minor ailments including, but not limited to; colds, minor 
respiratory infections, minor gastric upsets, menstrual 
irregularities, and/or headaches. 

• Stress or anxiety levels normally associated with study. 

• Ongoing medical conditions that are currently being 
managed unless there has been an exacerbation of that 
condition. 

Technical Screen shots, emails 
from service provider, 
or similar, and/or 
statutory declaration 

The College does not consider the following to be 
grounds for an extension for technical reasons: 

• Submission of an incorrect file, misreading submission 
dates, misreading unit outline, not saving a backup 
version of the file, and/or battery running out, and/or 
lack of access to wifi or other technology 

Compassionate Statutory declaration The following are examples of events and/or occurrences 
for compassionate grounds: 

• Death or illness of an immediate family member, car or 
transport accident, natural disaster, political upheaval, 
disruption to family life, victim, or witness of a crime, 
and/or end of a significant relationship. 
 

The College does not consider the following to be 
grounds for an extension for compassionate grounds: 

• Employment commitments, balancing workloads, 
misreading exam timetables, travel, normal childcare 
responsibilities, and/or sport, social, or leisure 
commitments. 

Extenuating  Evidence of event or 
occurrence, and/or 
statutory declaration 

The following are examples of events and/or occurrences 
for extenuating circumstances: 
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• Military leave, legal issues, elite athlete, religious 
obligations, and/or Emergency Management Services 
(e.g., volunteer firefighter)  

 
The College does not regard travel, balancing workloads, 
and/or overlapping study periods as extenuating 
circumstances.  
 
In the event of a local, state, national, or international 
event that impacts upon a student and/or student group, 
the College will put in place mechanisms to enable 
students to engage with their studies. This will be on a 
case-by-case basis.  

 

2.2 Requesting an Extension 
Extensions should be sought in writing five working days in advance of the stated due 
date for the assessment. Extensions sought between four working days and the date of 
submission may be approved at the discretion of the Unit Coordinator. Extensions will not 
normally be granted after the due date has passed. 

 

2.3 Requesting an Extension Due to Technical Issues 
If a student experiences technical issues that prevent that student from submitting a task, 
the student will need to contact the Unit Coordinator via email within one working day of 
experiencing the technical issue. Students must provide supporting evidence of the 
technical issue in the form of a short personal statement outlining the technical difficulties. 
The student must also include screenshots of error messages and technical difficulties. 
The student may also be required to provide supporting evidence relating to the technical 
or connectivity difficulties. The Unit Coordinator, at their discretion, may direct the student 
to submit the assessment in an alternative way or may grant the student time to resolve 
the technical issue. 

 

2.4 Duration of Extension 
Extensions are normally capped at a period of five working days after the due date unless 
there are circumstances that justify a longer period of extension. Special consideration 
may be sought to support students that require a longer period of extension that may 
impact upon their ability to engage with unit content and assessments (see Section 4 of 
this policy). 

 

2.5 Late Submission Penalties 
Where a student submits an assessment item after the published submission date without 
an application for an Extension of Time to Submit, the Unit Coordinator normally 
administers a penalty of -10% of the total marks for the item for each day late (excluding 
weekends and public holidays). After a period of 10 working days, a student will receive a 
mark of zero for the assessment. The assessment must be submitted in order to prevent a 
Fail grade being recorded on the student’s academic transcript. 
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3 Supplementary Assessment 
A supplementary assessment will be provided when an extension of time to submit or special 
consideration has been granted, but the integrity of the original assessment item (e.g., a time-
sensitive take-home test) is compromised because of the delay. In this case, the Unit Coordinator is 
responsible for devising and administering the supplementary assessment. The student is entitled to 
the supplementary assessment as the result of an application under the Grievance and Appeals 
Policy or in extenuating circumstances at the discretion of the Dean. 
 

4 Special Consideration 
Special consideration is the process for assessing the impact of short-term events beyond a student’s 
control (exceptional circumstances) on the student’s performance in a specific assessment task 
and/or tasks. These are exceptional circumstances or situations that may: 
 

• Prevent a student from completing a course requirement 

• Prevent a student from attending an assessment 

• Prevent a student from submitting an assessment 

• Significantly affect a student’s assessment performance 
 

Macleay has a Fit to Sit/Submit rule, which means that if a student sits an exam or submits an 
assessment, they are declaring themselves fit to do so and cannot later apply for special 
consideration. Macleay will take into account any special circumstances that may have educationally 
disadvantaged a particular applicant. This is in accordance with relevant College policy, as well as the 
Higher Education Support Act (2003). Submitting a request for special consideration to gain academic 
advance is considered an act of academic misconduct and is subject to disciplinary action. 
 

4.1 Applying for Special Consideration 
Students must apply for special consideration within five working days of the missed 
assessment or exam, except where their circumstances of illness or misadventure prevent 
them from doing so. Special consideration forms and documentation must be lodged with 
the Office of the Registrar. An application for Special Consideration form can be 
downloaded from the Handbook section of the Moodle Student Portal. In extreme cases, 
such as an accident, where a student is hospitalized, Macleay will work with the student 
on a case-by-case basis in order to support the student in their studies. 

 

5 Examinations 
The exam timetable is released in Weeks 10 and 11 of each trimester. Examinations will vary in 
length and type. Examinations will be no more than three hours plus reading time in duration. 
Students are not granted access to past or previous examinations. Examinations must not comprise 
more than 40 percent of the total unit assessment weighting. Students may request to view their 
marked examination papers after the results have been released. Requests should be made via email 
to the Office of the Registrar within five working days of the results being released. 
 

5.1 Attendance at Examinations 
Attendance at examinations is compulsory. Failure to attend examinations with no 
satisfactory explanation may result in failure for that unit. Incorrectly reading or 
misunderstanding the examination timetable will not be accepted as a compassionate nor 
compelling reason for failure to attend an examination. Macleay College does not accept 
the scheduling of travel, work, and/or social events as a satisfactory explanation for non-
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attendance. Students who do not attend an examination are required to contact Macleay 
College as soon as practicable, generally within 24 hours, providing a written explanation, 
supported by evidence, for their non-attendance. 

 

5.2 Reading Time 
Ten minutes reading time is provided at the beginning of the examination. During reading 
time, writing is not permitted. If a student arrives late to an examination, they will not be 
permitted to enter the examination until reading time has ceased. 

 

5.3 On-Campus Examinations 
Students are required to display their current form of photo identification for entry into the 
examination room. Students will not be able to sit their exams if they cannot produce a 
current form of identification. On entering the examination room, students should go 
directly to their seats and follow the instructions of the exam Invigilator. Students are not 
permitted to read or begin their exams until they are instructed to do so. Students must 
place their student identification cards on their desks while they are doing their exams. 

5.3.1 Student Conduct 
Students must not communicate with any person(s) except the Exam Invigilator(s) 
during an examination. Should a student need to communicate with an Invigilator, 
they should raise their hand and wait for the Invigilator to attend to them. Any 
student who is found to be talking, cheating and/or behaving in a disorderly 
manner, and/or otherwise disrupting an examination will be subject to the penalties 
outlined in the college Misconduct Policy. 

5.3.2 Material or Equipment in the Examination Room 
No material or equipment other than that specified on the examination paper may 
be brought into the examination room. Dictionaries and/or electronic dictionaries 
are not permitted unless otherwise specified on the examination paper, or where 
approval has been granted by the relevant authority prior to the examination. It is 
the responsibility of students to ensure that calculators brought into the 
examination room meet the required specifications. If required, these calculators 
should not be part of a smart device such as a mobile or tablet. Students should 
check with their lecturer prior to the examination if they are in any doubt. Students 
must not borrow from or lend equipment to fellow students during examinations. 
Students must ensure that any device in their possession is switched off and 
placed under the examination table. Exam Invigilators will confiscate, for the period 
of the examination, any device that is not switched off or causes disturbances in 
the examination room. Students may not copy the examination paper or remove it 
from the premises. 

5.3.3 Leaving the Exam Room 
Students who need to leave the examination room during the examination must 
notify the Invigilator. Students will only be readmitted to the exam room if they 
have been under approved supervision during the full period of their absence. 
Students who wish to leave the examination early are not permitted to do so until 
50% of the total examination time has elapsed. It is recommended that students 
stay for the entire time period allocated for the exam, to review and improve their 
exam answers. 
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5.4 Online Examinations 
The time listed on the examination timetable is the time when the examination opens 
online. Students will normally be allocated a window of time, as per the examination 
timetable, in which to commence their examination. This window will be reflected in the 
access to the examination section on Moodle. It is the responsibility of the student to 
ensure they allow adequate time to complete the examination before the examination 
closes. Examination closing times are adhered to with precision, for example, if an exam 
is set to close at 10 am, it will close precisely at 10 am. Students should allow sufficient 
time to upload their examination papers. 
 

6 Hurdle Assessments 
Assessment hurdles are seen to be the minimum requirement for an assessment that students need 
to achieve to pass an assessment or a unit. 
 

6.1 Primary Hurdles 
Macleay College sets primary hurdles for each unit that students must achieve a 
cumulative assessment pass mark of 50%. A cumulative assessment total below 50% is 
considered to be a failure in demonstrating the unit learning outcomes. 

 

6.2 Secondary Hurdles 
In certain units, secondary hurdles may be established if they align with the unit and 
course learning outcomes. Secondary hurdles are used to ensure that students are able 
to demonstrate the learning outcomes. They are also used to ensure that students are 
demonstrating the required level of knowledge and skills relevant to the discipline and to 
the Australian Qualifications Framework. Examples of secondary hurdles may include: A 
minimum mark of 50% in a final examination or an agreed minimum mark in a level of 
proficiency (e.g. 100% in a required maths test or 80% in a demonstration of a technical 
skill). Secondary hurdles need to be considered in the scope of the assessment schedule 
for the unit and the degree program. 

 

7 Group Assessments 
Group assessment will comprise no more than 30 percent of a unit assessment weighting. No more 
than one group assessment is permissible per unit. Group assessment can only be implemented in a 
unit where it is appropriate in regards to student engagement with the learning outcomes. Students 
are not to be graded on personal attributes in group assessments. Peer grading of student 
performance in a group is not permissible unless it is in the context of a learning and teaching activity. 
Where appropriate, a student may request an independent assessment in lieu of a group assessment. 
This must be negotiated with the relevant Unit Coordinator prior to the submission of the assessment. 
The negotiated task must provide the student with the equivalent engagement with the learning 
outcomes. 
 

8 First Year Assessments 
Assessments in 100 level (first year) units will provide opportunity for feedback where practicable. 
Early low-weight assessments (less than 20 percent of the unit weighting) will be part of the 
assessment schedule where practicable. No single assessment task will have a weighting over 40 
percent of the unit assessment total. Support for written assessments to enable students to transition 
to higher education will be embedded in to unit materials where practicable. This support may extend 
to academic integrity, referencing, academic writing, research, and source evaluation. 
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9 Reasonable Adjustment 
At enrolment students who identify as requiring additional support to complete their studies are 
required to complete a ‘Request for Reasonable Adjustment’ form and attach relevant supporting 
documentation about the nature of the disability and the support required. A decision on any 
adjustment(s) will be made as a result of a consultative process according to the nature of the 
disability. Each student will be interviewed by a delegated member of staff and advice may be 
sought from professionals as to the nature of any adjustment required. For  more information on 
applying for reasonable adjustment, please refer to the college Reasonable Adjustment Policy. 
 

10 Processing & Publication of Results 
The Program Lead is responsible for checking that all students registered in a unit receive a 
grade or, in the instance of no grade being provided, must provide a brief explanation as to why 
no grade has been provided. Complete results for the program are forwarded to the office of the 
Registrar by the date set. Results are tabled at a meeting of Moderation & Grade Ratification 
Committee, a sub-committee of the Academic Board, attended by the Heads of School, Office of 
the Registrar, and the Chair of the Academic Board and Program Leads. The meeting is chaired 
by the Dean and scheduled after the examination period has ended. The purpose of the meeting 
is to review and consider any anomalies in results, monitor any marker variability and the 
reliability of assessment task(s). The Committee may decide to ratify the results, moderate the 
assessment marks, or order a remark of the assessment task(s). After this meeting, the results 
are uploaded into the student records and authorised for release to students. The Moderation 
and Grade Ratification Committee presents its findings to the Academic Board each trimester. All 
results are made available to students on the Moodle Student Portal.  

 

11 Appealing a Grade or an Assessment Mark 
Students may appeal a grade or an assessment mark in any unit. This is considered an 
academic grievance and this process is as outlined in the College Grievance & Appeals Policy. 
Academic grievances may only be made against formal published results or decisions. An 
academic grievance cannot be made against informal marks or grades that have yet to be 
approved or published by the office of the Registrar. There are only four grounds for lodging an 
academic grievance: 

• Performance in an assessment impaired through illness or other factors which the student 
was unable or, for valid reasons, unwilling, to disclose before the results were awarded. 
An acceptable explanation is required as to why the extenuating circumstances were not 
presented prior to the results being awarded 

• An assessment task was not conducted in accordance with the college Assessment Policy 

• There was a material administrative error in the calculation of an assessment mark or grade 

• Some other material irregularity occurred in the marking of an academic decision such as 
bias 

Macleay College will not consider academic grievances based on the following: 

• the unit structure and assessment method 

• student workload or the amount of work the student has done 

• the financial implication of failing a unit 

• grades received by the student in other units 

• penalties imposed for academic dishonesty such as plagiarism 
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As per the College Grievance & Appeals Policy, students should initially informally discuss their 
concern with their Unit Coordinator. Where the informal approach is not appropriate, or the 
student wishes to take the matter further, the matter may be escalated to the formal grievance 
stage by lodging a Formal Grievance Form within five working days of results being posted for 
the trimester in which the unit was undertaken. Completed applications should be lodged with the 
Office of the Registrar. A review of the application will be made of all components contributing to 
the original assessment by the Program Lead. The purpose of this review is to ensure that:  

• the assessment process has been fairly applied 

• there has not been a procedural or factual error in the processing of a grade 

• all appropriate components have been included, and 

• the marks on which the assessment grade is based have been accurately recorded 
 

For more information on lodging a formal grievance in relation to an assessment or exam, please 
refer to the College Grievance & Appeals Policy for Academic Matters. 
 

12 Grading Descriptors 
Grades can only be released to students after confirmation by the Moderation & Grade 
Ratification Committee Meeting. Final assessment results will then be recorded and reported as 
a grade on the academic transcript. 
 
 
 

Grade Key Percentile Description 

High Distinction HD 85-100 Outstanding or exceptional work in terms of understanding, 
interpretation and presentation. 

   Displays genuine originality and sophistication of thought. 
Informed, up-to- date, also highly independent and persuasive. 

Distinction DN 75-84 A very high standard of work which demonstrates originality and 
insight. 

   Informed, up-to-date, sustains a clear, cogent and persuasive 
argument. 

   Shows evidence of wide reading or listening which has 
been effectively assimilated. Highly competent in 
conceptual, discursive and interpretive areas. 

   Evidence of insight into topic and material. 

   Evidence of thinking which goes beyond lectures and tutorial 
discussion. 

Credit CR 65-74 Demonstrates a high level of understanding and presentation 
and a degree of originality and insight. 

   Can organise material but argument may lack clarity, or be very 
derivative, or be poorly structured. Alternatively, it may be good 
work which goes astray at crucial points. 

   Generally dependent upon lecture and tutorial material. 
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Pass PP 50-64 Satisfies the minimum requirements. 

   Adequate and passable. 

   Lacks sophistication but has some understanding of the material 
and basic skills of argumentation and interpretation. 

   Expression at an acceptable level but not always grammatically 
correct. 

   Presentation weak. 

Conceded Pass CP 50 Where a student received a mark between 48% and 49.5% for 
the unit and recommendation was made to the Moderation 
Committee that the student should be awarded a Conceded 
Pass of 50%. In making such a recommendation the Head of 
School will consult with the lecturer to assess the student’s 
mastery of the learning outcomes and their capacity to 
progress in the program. 

   Where a key assessment component has been undertaken at 
such a poor level that there is reason to believe an important 
learning outcome has not been mastered, then there are 
grounds for the result to stand, and a Fail grade awarded. 

   Only two Conceded Passes are permitted in any award. 

Fail NN 0-49 Did not achieve minimum requirements of the unit. 

   Very poor-quality work. 

   Little or no evidence of effort or of basic academic or technical 
skills. 

Fail Excluded FE 0 No range. 

   A Fail Excluded grade is awarded to a student that has not 
made a serious attempt at engaging with a unit. This will 
comprise the following events: 

1. not attended classes; 

2. not submitted an assessment task; 

3. not engaged or responded to correspondence issued by the 
College; 

4. not accessed the Learning Management System; and/or 

5. not paid tuition fees 

Withheld WW n/a Results may be withheld where students have fees outstanding 
or have failed to return materials on loan from the library. 

   Results and academic transcripts will not be available until items 
are returned. 

   This may also delay the eligibility of a student to graduate. 

   Once items have been returned, results will be made available. 

Advanced Standing AS n/a Credit awarded based on Recognigion of Prior Learning (RPL) 
and/or Recognition of Prior Experience (RPE. 
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Withdrawn without 
Penalty 

WD n/a Withdrawal from a unit before trimester Census Date or 
approval withdrawal after trimester Census Date without 
incurring debt for the unit and with no academic penalty. 

   The grade is awarded by the Appeals Committee or nominee of 
a student has submitted written advice of withdrawal from the 
unit prior to the census date for the trimester.  

Withdrawn with 
Penalty 

WN n/a Withdrawal from a unit after the trimester Census Date incurring 
debt for the unit and an academic penalty (equivalent to a grade 
of Fail). 
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	 assessment information is provided to students and the College in a timely manner
	 assessment feedback is provided to students in a timely manner (within 10 working days of submission)
	 assessment tasks reflect the relevant learning outcomes of the unit and the level of the course
	 retain marked examination papers for review, if required
	 review assessment results and moderate as required
	 student privacy is maintained on assessment matters
	 assessment appeals are convened in a timely manner

	2 Extension of Time to Submit
	A student may apply to the Unit Coordinator for an Extension of Time to Submit, along with written evidence to support the student’s claim that the extension of time is needed because of circumstances beyond their control. The Unit Coordinator will no...
	2.1 Grounds for Extension

	Extension can be sought on the grounds of Medical, Technical, Compassionate, and Extenuating circumstances (Table 1).
	Table 1. Grounds for Extension
	2.2 Requesting an Extension

	Extensions should be sought in writing five working days in advance of the stated due date for the assessment. Extensions sought between four working days and the date of submission may be approved at the discretion of the Unit Coordinator. Extensions...
	2.3 Requesting an Extension Due to Technical Issues

	If a student experiences technical issues that prevent that student from submitting a task, the student will need to contact the Unit Coordinator via email within one working day of experiencing the technical issue. Students must provide supporting ev...
	2.4 Duration of Extension

	Extensions are normally capped at a period of five working days after the due date unless there are circumstances that justify a longer period of extension. Special consideration may be sought to support students that require a longer period of extens...
	2.5 Late Submission Penalties

	Where a student submits an assessment item after the published submission date without an application for an Extension of Time to Submit, the Unit Coordinator normally administers a penalty of -10% of the total marks for the item for each day late (ex...
	3 Supplementary Assessment
	A supplementary assessment will be provided when an extension of time to submit or special consideration has been granted, but the integrity of the original assessment item (e.g., a time-sensitive take-home test) is compromised because of the delay. I...
	4 Special Consideration
	Special consideration is the process for assessing the impact of short-term events beyond a student’s control (exceptional circumstances) on the student’s performance in a specific assessment task and/or tasks. These are exceptional circumstances or s...
	 Prevent a student from completing a course requirement
	 Prevent a student from attending an assessment
	 Prevent a student from submitting an assessment
	 Significantly affect a student’s assessment performance
	Macleay has a Fit to Sit/Submit rule, which means that if a student sits an exam or submits an assessment, they are declaring themselves fit to do so and cannot later apply for special consideration. Macleay will take into account any special circumst...
	4.1 Applying for Special Consideration
	Students must apply for special consideration within five working days of the missed assessment or exam, except where their circumstances of illness or misadventure prevent them from doing so. Special consideration forms and documentation must be lodg...

	5 Examinations
	The exam timetable is released in Weeks 10 and 11 of each trimester. Examinations will vary in length and type. Examinations will be no more than three hours plus reading time in duration. Students are not granted access to past or previous examinatio...
	5.1 Attendance at Examinations
	Attendance at examinations is compulsory. Failure to attend examinations with no satisfactory explanation may result in failure for that unit. Incorrectly reading or misunderstanding the examination timetable will not be accepted as a compassionate no...
	5.2 Reading Time
	Ten minutes reading time is provided at the beginning of the examination. During reading time, writing is not permitted. If a student arrives late to an examination, they will not be permitted to enter the examination until reading time has ceased.
	5.3 On-Campus Examinations
	Students are required to display their current form of photo identification for entry into the examination room. Students will not be able to sit their exams if they cannot produce a current form of identification. On entering the examination room, st...
	5.3.1 Student Conduct

	Students must not communicate with any person(s) except the Exam Invigilator(s) during an examination. Should a student need to communicate with an Invigilator, they should raise their hand and wait for the Invigilator to attend to them. Any student w...
	5.3.2 Material or Equipment in the Examination Room

	No material or equipment other than that specified on the examination paper may be brought into the examination room. Dictionaries and/or electronic dictionaries are not permitted unless otherwise specified on the examination paper, or where approval ...
	5.3.3 Leaving the Exam Room

	Students who need to leave the examination room during the examination must notify the Invigilator. Students will only be readmitted to the exam room if they have been under approved supervision during the full period of their absence. Students who wi...
	5.4 Online Examinations
	The time listed on the examination timetable is the time when the examination opens online. Students will normally be allocated a window of time, as per the examination timetable, in which to commence their examination. This window will be reflected i...

	6 Hurdle Assessments
	Assessment hurdles are seen to be the minimum requirement for an assessment that students need to achieve to pass an assessment or a unit.
	6.1 Primary Hurdles
	Macleay College sets primary hurdles for each unit that students must achieve a cumulative assessment pass mark of 50%. A cumulative assessment total below 50% is considered to be a failure in demonstrating the unit learning outcomes.
	6.2 Secondary Hurdles
	In certain units, secondary hurdles may be established if they align with the unit and course learning outcomes. Secondary hurdles are used to ensure that students are able to demonstrate the learning outcomes. They are also used to ensure that studen...

	7 Group Assessments
	Group assessment will comprise no more than 30 percent of a unit assessment weighting. No more than one group assessment is permissible per unit. Group assessment can only be implemented in a unit where it is appropriate in regards to student engageme...

	8 First Year Assessments
	Assessments in 100 level (first year) units will provide opportunity for feedback where practicable. Early low-weight assessments (less than 20 percent of the unit weighting) will be part of the assessment schedule where practicable. No single assessm...

	9 Reasonable Adjustment
	At enrolment students who identify as requiring additional support to complete their studies are required to complete a ‘Request for Reasonable Adjustment’ form and attach relevant supporting documentation about the nature of the disability and the su...

	10 Processing & Publication of Results
	The Program Lead is responsible for checking that all students registered in a unit receive a grade or, in the instance of no grade being provided, must provide a brief explanation as to why no grade has been provided. Complete results for the program...

	11 Appealing a Grade or an Assessment Mark
	Students may appeal a grade or an assessment mark in any unit. This is considered an academic grievance and this process is as outlined in the College Grievance & Appeals Policy. Academic grievances may only be made against formal published results or...
	 Some other material irregularity occurred in the marking of an academic decision such as bias
	As per the College Grievance & Appeals Policy, students should initially informally discuss their concern with their Unit Coordinator. Where the informal approach is not appropriate, or the student wishes to take the matter further, the matter may be ...
	For more information on lodging a formal grievance in relation to an assessment or exam, please refer to the College Grievance & Appeals Policy for Academic Matters.

	12 Grading Descriptors
	Grades can only be released to students after confirmation by the Moderation & Grade Ratification Committee Meeting. Final assessment results will then be recorded and reported as a grade on the academic transcript.
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